Kickoff joint meeting with utility directors and city managers

Tuesday, July 12, 2022
10:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
HQ 153 Board room

AGENDA

1) Meeting goals:
   a. Each owner community can share information about its current operations, initiatives, priorities and concerns
   b. Platte River can facilitate, listen, offer information as needed, and learn how we can best help

2) Discussion topics:
   a. Rate alignment
      • Between Platte River and owner communities
      • Between the four owner communities
   b. Distribution generation
      • Distribution system upgrades and planning to support distributed generation
      • Residential solar
      • Beneficial electrification
      • Advanced metering infrastructure

Upcoming discussion topics – Q4 2022
Customer Information System (CIS) implementation

Upcoming discussion topics – Q1 2023